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of being reconciled to God, and a humble
hope of our possessing his favour,
I Jcnmv that these sentiments will be termed un-
charitable ; but I must not be deterred by such an
imputation.   It is time to have done with
that mwsdoss cant of charity, which insults
tht^ understanding,  and trifles with the
filings, of those who are really concerned ^
for the happiness of their fellow-creatures.   What
matter of Keen remorse and of bitter self-reproaches
are they storing up for their future torment, who are
themselves the miserable dupes of such misguided
charity* or who, being charged with the office of
watching over the eternal interests of their children
or relations, suffer themselves to be lulled asleep by
such shallow reasonings, or be led into a derelic-
tion of their important duty by a fear of bringing on
thomsolvos a momentary pain 1    Charity, indeed, is
partial to the object of her regard ; and where actions
an* of a doubtful quality, this partiality disposes her
to n*fer them to a good, rather than to a bad motive.
Shu is apt also somewhat to exaggerate merits, and
to see amiable qualities in a light more favourable
than thnt which strictly belongs to them.   But true
charity in wakeful, fervent, full of solicitude, full of
gorol offices, not so easily satisfied, not so ready to
bi'Kevo that every thing is going on well as a matter
of course; but jealous of mischief, apt to suspect
«fongi*r, and prompt to extend relief.   These are the
ftymptcnuft by winch genuine regard will manifest
Ithdf in a wife or a mother, in a case of the lodily
health of the object of her affections.   And where
thare is any real concern for the spiritual interests
of others, it is characterized by the same infallible
marks.   That wretched quality by which the sacred
name of charity is now so generally and so falsely

